
Upper Bennett Dam Lower Bennett Dam

BARRIER CHARACTERISTICS

1.  Barrier Height (ft) 5.3 5.7

2.  Barrier Width (ft) 300 300

3.  Apron at Base of Barrier yes yes

4.  Pool in apron at Base of Barrier No No

5.  Length of extension of apron      
from base of barrier 10 feet 10 feet

6.  Are flashboards used on the 
barrier? yes yes

7.  Flow of North Santiam River over 
barrier

Approximately 1,500 cfs during the
October 30 and 31 field visit.

Approximately 1,500 cfs during the
October 30 and 31 field visit.

LADDER CHARACTERISTICS

1.  Ladder Type Pool and weir Pool and weir

2.  Date ladder built 1964 Unknown

3.  Orifices in ladder pools not in use not present

4.  Ladder vertical drop control timber stop boards timber stop boards

5.  Number of pools in ladder 3 4

6.  Observed flow in ladder during 
October 30/31 field visit Approximately 40 cfs Approximately 20 cfs

7.  Pool width (ft) 21.1 14.6

8.  Pool length (ft) 9.3 9.2

9.  Vertical drop observed during 
field visit on October 30/31 (drop to 
pool values are estimated) 

1.6' = height of water over weir > 1' drop to pool from top 
of weir board

1.5' = height of water over weir > 1' drop to pool from top 
of weir board

10.  Fishway entrance suitability

Entrance is not located in an ideal location.  Entrance is 
slightly upstream of apron of dam; eddies formed by flow 
over the dam were apparent during the October field visit;  
extension of entrance downstream approximately 50 feet 
would enhance the entrance area.  Velocity barriers 
formed from flows passing over dam prevent ladder 
entrance flows from progressing directionally 
downstream.

Entrance appears sufficient.  Boat slide minimizes impact 
of velocity barrier from water flowing over the dam.  
Entrance flows have defined and directional flow patterns 
downstream, however the entrance needs additional flow 
in the vicinity to provide more attraction for fish.  Minimal 
eddies were observed in the vicinity of entrance.

11.  Pool entrance attraction flow
Attraction flows are low compared to flow over the dam.  
Low attraction flow means fish may have difficulty finding 
passage over the dams.

Attraction flow through the ladder is low compared to flow 
in the North Channel that flows over the dam.  Flows from 
river mask flows from the ladder and fish may have 
difficulty finding passage over the dams.

12.  Pool exit suitability
Pool exit during October 30/31 field visit appeared to be 
suitable, with suitable approach depths, no debris, no 
eddies, and directional to the ladder.

Pool exit during October 30/31 field visit appeared to be 
suitable, with suitable approach depths, no debris, no 
eddies, and directional flow to the ladder.

13.  Susceptability of fishway to 
debris loading potentially high potentially high

14. Fishway Importance

There are 5 fish ladders in the vicinity of Geren Island, 
but only two are on the main North Santiam River.  Upper 
Bennett Dam ladder and Lower Bennett Dam ladder pass 
most of the fish (approximately 95 to 98%) migrating up 
the North Santiam River.  

(See comments for Upper Bennett Dam)
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